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The solutions offered by Sedus with the “mastermind” conference
table programme are as good as made to measure. The existing
modular system is being relaunched. The programme structure
remains unchanged – new features, however, are the conical design
of the table legs, optional modesty panels and vertical cable
management as well as additional high-desk and high-bench
versions.
A high quality modular system with plenty of legroom: the Sedus
“mastermind” conference system on the basis of single tables and
modules has an impressively clear logic and simple design. From
different individual tables for smaller meeting rooms to a modular
system for conference facilities of any size, “mastermind” offers an
excellent basis for all kinds of meetings. For knowledge workers,
managers and entrepreneurs in particular, it is a functionally perfect
and aesthetically pleasing table system.
The structural heart of “mastermind” is hidden under the table top:
support beams and knot elements allow planning diversity that exactly
matches user needs. New features are the conically shaped, slanted legs
that are available not only in metal but also offer a homely variant in
solid beech or oak. The all-round support beams support the table top
modules. An important advantage in comparison to other systems is the
legroom created for users. The slender table legs are the system's
unique and attractive identifying feature and make a particularly good
impression.
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Up to three generously sized conference swivel chairs can be placed
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under the up to 2600 mm long elements. The modular table system
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consists of rectangular starting, extension and end elements and
angular elements in 30°, 90° and 150°. Thus closed, U-shaped and
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V-shaped solutions in particular in the depths 800, 900 and 1200 mm
are possible. Warm and natural colours as well as free-form table tops
increase design freedom.
New additions to the programme for meetings standing up are the
“mastermind high desk” and the “mastermind high bench”. These
solutions offer benefits for short meetings and temporary work in
particular: movement is encouraged and meetings are often more
efficient as a result. A chrome-plated round tube foot rail enhances the
comfort of the touchdown workplace.
The product family is completed by the “mastermind fold” folding table,
an equally high quality and representative flexible table on castors that
can accommodate up to eight people. Thanks to a sophisticated folding
mechanism it can be folded down and put away when not required. Even
people who are not so strong can set the furniture up and put it away on
their own.
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